Students council to advise provost

By Malvina Collins

A Student Senate Advisory Council has been established to give students a voice on academic issues and student affairs. The council will participate in university policy decisions.

Senior Gov. developed this idea in conjunction with Provost Ray Goedde and the Mortar Board class through the humanities department, data which included a meeting with the provost and the completion of a matching project. The council will be the formation of a committee of students that would advise the provost.

"This idea has been tried before, and for years or reasons it hasn't become a permanent thing, so we decided we would try to establish a stable committee with some continuity to it," C.C. said.

The council will be composed of a combination of students for the term. Once the committee is formed,one senator is in attendance at least 25 out of 50 committee meetings to remain on the committee.

The committee will be composed of a combination of students for the term. Once the committee is formed, one senator is in attendance at least 25 out of 50 committee meetings to remain on the committee.

According to Brown, potential members should have a "voc. to the quality of education at the university rather than a single issue concern.

C.C. said he would see participation on the Provost's Student Advisory Council as a way for students to get involved in university policy decisions.

"It's a great opportunity for us as students to get involved in the administration, especially with new positions and new guidelines coming in," C.C. said.

Brown said the council focused on a three-fifth role in the council. It would be similar to the board of directors and would need new ideas and initiatives, as to create the Senate, Part A.7.

President Thomas R. Hearn Jr., received total compensation of $90,512.14 last year, which is $180,000 more than the $320,817 received the previous year, according to the university's monetary tax return for the fiscal year 1994-95.

The amount Hearn received included $31,164.14, for the academic year and $59,348.81 for the calendar year, both of which included the fees of $137,348.81 that is not reported on the federal tax return of $1,372,348.81, which agrees with the amount shown in the previous year's estimated return.

Some large salary increases for 1994-95 included $100,000 for President Hearn, $50,000 for President's office budget, and $10,000 for the President's office for the following year.
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SG hears from members of SLC, approves Library Task Force

By Dr. Kari Cooper

Juniors Ryan Vincent and Jonna, members of the Student Life Committee, appeared before the legislature Tuesday to present the results of their meeting with the administration regarding student council activities. The committee suggested that the administration allow more student council members to become involved in university life.

Vincent suggested the possibility of making student council members more visible on campus, thus creating a better public relations between students and administrative members. Vincent also stressed the importance of maintaining a balance of student life and university life.

A student council member, Jonna, suggested the possibility of making student council members more visible on campus, thus creating a better public relations between students and administrative members. Jonna also stressed the importance of maintaining a balance of student life and university life.

"The B room of my suite was just a room. But the RA realized that something was missing, so he turned the phone. I knew I had to call my dad," Jonna said.

"In this instance the RA was on the phone instead of the resident adviser. The resident adviser was not able to do the job," Jonna said.

"The resident adviser was on the phone instead of the resident adviser. The resident adviser was not able to do the job," Jonna said.

President Neil W. Yeazel, the resi­dence hall director, said the question was: "I really don't feel like drinking beer," Jonna said.
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International holiday light festival in Quad to begin holiday season

BY PATRICK KIARBY

As part of their efforts to bridge the gap between faculty and students, the Campus Community Development Task Force held its annual International Holiday Light festival last Friday in the Babcock Center. The festival featured cultural displays from around the world. Among those featured at the festival were Christian, Hanukkah, and Kwanzaa celebrations as well as holiday lights from Asia and Europe.

"It was a really happy night that everyone came out," said one university official who documented the event on behalf of the International Student Affairs Office.

The festival provided an opportunity for students to experience different cultures and learn about the traditions associated with each. The festival was open to the public and featured a variety of activities, including cultural food stations, live music, and dance performances from around the world.

The festival was held on the quad of the Babcock Center, which is a popular gathering place for students and faculty. The festival featured cultural displays from around the world, including food, music, and dance performances. The festival also included a raffle for visitors to win prizes, including gift cards and tickets to local events.

The festival was a success, with hundreds of students and faculty members attending. The event was well-attended, with a crowd of people gathered around the displays and performing in the quad.

The festival ended with a fireworks show, which was a highlight of the event. The fireworks illuminated the sky with colorful lights, creating a festive atmosphere.

The festival was a great success, and the university plans to continue hosting similar events in the future. The university hopes that these events will help students learn about different cultures and traditions from around the world.

The festival was sponsored by the Campus Community Development Task Force, which is a group of faculty, staff, and students who work to improve the campus community and foster a sense of belonging.
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Students to volunteer in Calcutta

On the day after Christmas, 11 university students and already advise by you at Calcutta, India to sponsor some holiday cheer and work in Mother Teresa's homes for the day of the poor and the destitute, the sick and to Jove the poorest of the poor," McKune said.

"The goal of the trip is to work among the students who were willing to take a leadership role or in previous years, other means of student advisement to students. However, according to Brown, they have failed to be successful because of their dependence upon either a few students who were willing to take a leadership role or upon a particular issue that was of great concern to the students. McKune said that he will be able to predict pretty well what the students' needs will be six months in advance through discussions with them.

There was a coordinating committee which was responsible for the development of the proposal and the decision making process.

"If I had been asked about it, I just wanted to do that," she said. "I've been excited about it ever since," she said.

"I'm just going to be able to give people compassion, to be able to be useful to people and give them compassions and compassion that they need. . ." he said. "I want to be able to gain a new appreciation for what I have from experiencing a different culture," she said.

"I'm expecting to really realize what humanity is all about and the suffering in the lives of humans," he said.
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Drama lures group to London
Students, faculty will experience Shakespearean theater first-hand

By Tom Kosoya
The Press-Enterprise

Drury English students will not stop five students from seeing their share of Shakespeare's play. Three days after Christmas, more than five students will travel to England to see not plays from 1860 to 11 in a trip sponsored by the finest literati in the area.

The trip began in the early 1970s when Harold Tufnell, the director of the University Theatre, took groups of students to London during spring break to get a sampling of London theatre. In the late 70s, when the university had a dedicated Theatre in London, students acted for an entire month. The excursions have now become a winter break.

This has evolved into a trip that stress the novelties of and interest faculty," said Donald Wolfe, a professor of history and the chairman of the department.

"I'm excited to be able to experience life in Britain and witness the great works of British playwrights in the hotbed of drama."

Ruthie Williams

The majority of the plays that will be seen by the group at the National Theatre in London. Plays vary from year to year, but this year is dominated by the activities of the students. Students are required to keep a daily journal, which helps them to remember and try to imitate Wolfe to improve their own performance. Wolfe's teachers stress the importance of careful note-taking.

Students must go to different sites, such as Shakespeare's Abbey, St. Catherine's to answer questions that couldn't be found elsewhere. Wolfe said students receive two credits toward their junior year, and that means there is no reason not to try it out.

A little peace and quiet
With exams rapidly approaching, Junior Ben Wonry studies out on a couch in the main lobby of Benson University Center and tries to get in a little extra studying.

Juniors and Seniors interested in being a camp counselor
Campers for Girls in Brevard, NC need creative, enthusiastic individuals committed to building children's self-confidence and serving as role model friends. Wonderful opportunities for parental and professional growth. Staff needed for: arts, athletics, cooking, teaching,充满了 wonderful infantry, arts, music, and more. For more information 706-883-2181, ACP, Box 272, Brevard, NC 28712

INTERESTED IN $41,000 FOR SCHOOL?
Every year Army ROTC awards thousands of merit based scholarships to qualified students around the country. Take a look at your school. These scholarships pay most tuition, as well as books, lab fees and a $1,500 a year. ROTC provides hands on leadership training. Valuable training that prepares you for a military or civilian career.

AR410/CO
THE SMARTTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

ROTC is open to freshmen and sophomores without obligation and has no obligation per week. There is no obligation until your junior year, and that means there is no reason not to try it out now.

AN ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP IS WORTH UP TO $41,000 AT WAKE FOREST. CALL CPT JEFF MARQUEZ AT W4454 OHIO-MUNSON AT 725-8460 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

To learn more about ROTC, call CPT Jeff Marquez at W4454 Ohio Munson at 725-8460. Wolfen is worth it.
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Professor finds inspiration in Oregon

Be Ginn Gallaway

The difficulties of teaching a second language to students led Constance Dickey to begin to research the subject. The assumption was that Japanese language's book will address the effects of classroom discussions, of language on ordinary people's lives are inspired Constance Dickey to write her book. She completed a single chapter of the first part of the book, which she has sent to readers. Dickey also plans to present the second part of the book in a more concrete form. Dickey also plans to include some chapters on the biological and aesthetic aspects of language.
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**EDITORIALS**

Open hearings build confidence

In its own right, Freshman Mike E. Macie's motion to have the Provost Student Advisory Committee (PSAC) hold open hearings to discuss student concerns and issues was a commendable step in the direction of greater student involvement and openness of the university's governing body. The university, in many cases, has been known to be isolated and distant from its student body. By holding open hearings, the university acknowledges the right of students to be heard and to be involved in the decision-making process that affects them.

However, it is important to note that while open hearings are a step in the right direction, they are not a substitute for meaningful action and accountability. The university must ensure that the feedback received during these hearings is taken seriously and acted upon. Just having open hearings is not enough; the university must demonstrate its commitment to student involvement through concrete actions that address the concerns and issues raised by students.

All students need voice on council

The Student Government Association (SGA) has traditionally been a forum for student representation and engagement. However, the recent changes in the student council have raised concerns about the effectiveness of student representation.

Some students have expressed dissatisfaction with the new council structure, arguing that it excludes voices from certain student groups and does not adequately address their needs. It is crucial for the university to ensure that the student council is representative and inclusive, allowing all students to have a say in the decision-making process.

The university should consider implementing measures to enhance student representation and engagement. This could include increasing the number of seats reserved for students in advisory committees, offering more opportunities for student input, and providing training and support for student leaders.

**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

Request denied

In your last issue, you reported on a Student Government Advisory Committee meeting about whether or not to fund a Mor- tor Board service project. I was most disturbed by the discussion and the kind of issues being raised by the Student Government representatives in attacking the organization's service project. Their project could have been supported from the contingency fund.

I am the faculty advisor for the Mor- tor Board service project. It is a national honor society that requires excellence in scholarship, leadership, and community service. The organization has a long history in the classroom and has been a testament to the idea of service to the community. For this reason, I cannot think of no organization that does more to improve the self-esteem of its members.

Unlike many honor societies there is an expectation that the membership should continue to grow and engage in service beyond these years. There have been years when the organization has not had access to as much funding as it would have liked, but it has continued to thrive and grow.

This fall the committee is going to expand its efforts to new areas. I am sure that this will continue to build on the good work that has been done in the past.

I would like to see a renewed emphasis on the importance of students in the university to improve the self-esteem of its members.

I have a feeling that this is a great opportunity for students to learn about leadership and community service.

**APOLLOPY EXTENDED**

I would like to express my appreciation to all the students who have written to me with their ideas and suggestions. I have received many suggestions and comments that have been valuable to me. I have been able to incorporate some of these ideas into my work on the Student Government and other projects.

I am grateful to all of you for your support and encouragement. I look forward to hearing from you again soon.

**BEAUTY DISTROYED**

In an effort to protect our beautiful world, one organizer has been fighting deforestation for years. Their simple walking attitude and anti-deforestation views are admirable. But they have not yet achieved their goal.

They have so far managed to stop the deforestation of a few small areas, but they have not been able to make the change they desire. It is disappointing to see that their efforts have not been enough.

I hope that they will continue to fight for their cause, and that one day they will succeed in protecting our beautiful world.
Procrastination tips revealed just in time for finals week

By Rachel Avon

Guilty of sitting there, staring at your notes, and saying to yourself, "I should study," but then doing absolutely nothing to improve your grade? Then you might want to make sure you try out these take-up-to-six-hours-if-you-do-it-right tips. Take the time to study...and then some! After all, you will get what you work for. After all, you will learn to say the three most important phrases to God: "I love you," "I am sorry," and "Thank you." You learned to make fewer mistakes. You learned to say them True education could be lost in sea of ThinkPads next year

By Kat Hillery

We all know that the system needs overhauled - students are overburdened, professors do not give the help they need, and the university cannot keep up with the demand. But how can one make a difference? Education is the solution. Education is the key to a better future. But with the advent of ThinkPads, the future is at risk. The university must take action to stop the decline. Only then can we ensure that True education is possible.
Chen’s Chinese Buffet Restaurant cordially invites all Wake Forest faculty and students to enjoy these Wake Forest specials when they present their IDs:

- Dinner Buffet $5.95
- 10% off our dinner menu prices
- Small sizes available
- Large selection of vegetable dishes
- All soft drinks free
- All domestic beer half price

Our new management warmly welcomes our Wake Forest friends with our family dining room and party facilities.

367 Thruway Lower Mall Dr. 919-722-7824

---

Look Out World! I Have Money and I Feel Good!

"I've been taught to think of the coming decades as a time of peace and prosperity," says Chen, "and I think that's why I'm starting to feel good."
Deacon frontcourt absent in 60-46 loss to UMass

By Ernie Warden

In a game with this much hype, when the opposing team was 1-16 entering the weekend, the game was often dictatated by fouls. During this one, the Humanities Ministers simply did not foul. The Deacons' much-talked-about frontcourt battle was nearly played point for point. Tim Duncan, while AAU-trained, was a relatively small package. He started the game in the interior, where he was able to work his way to the outside, where he scored his first field goal.

Duncan finished with nine points and 12 rebounds during the first 15 minutes. On the other hand, the Minutemen got their best to blow out the Deacons. Without Duncan, the Minutemen ran the floor on a 1-2-1 press and were able to shoot their way to a 7-16 advantage in the first 15 minutes. Thus, the game was over. Duncan has been a dominant player on the team, and it is evident that, without him, the Deacons were in trouble.

The Deacons' defense was not up to the challenge of holding the Minutemen to only eight points at the end of the first half. The Minutemen shot a respectable 41.7 percent for the game. The team was also able to force the Deacons into turning over the ball 20 times, and were able to get 16 points off of those turnovers.

The Deacons were able to take the lead back in the second half, but it was too little too late. The Minutemen were able to hold the Deacons to just 32 percent for the game. The team was also able to force the Deacons into turning over the ball 20 times, and were able to get 16 points off of those turnovers.

The game was over. Duncan has been a dominant player on the team, and it is evident that, without him, the Deacons were in trouble.

While Duncan was absent, the Minutemen ran the floor on a 1-2-1 press and were able to shoot their way to a 7-16 advantage in the first 15 minutes. Thus, the game was over. Duncan has been a dominant player on the team, and it is evident that, without him, the Deacons were in trouble.

The Deacons built their lead with a 19-18 second-half shooting edge. The Minutemen were down nine points in the second half and were able to cut the lead to three at the 10:30 mark, indicating the game was still very much in doubt. Duncan's absence was felt, as the Minutemen were able to force the Deacons into turnovers and were able to get 16 points off of those turnovers.

While Duncan's offense took the lead in the second half, it was his defense that truly sealed the deal for the Minutemen. Duncan's defense was able to hold the Deacons to just 32 percent for the game. The team was also able to force the Deacons into turning over the ball 20 times, and were able to get 16 points off of those turnovers.
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The game was over. Duncan has been a dominant player on the team, and it is evident that, without him, the Deacons were in trouble.
SELL B2 OLD GoLD averaging 18.2 points (third in ACC) and 13.3 rebounds (first in ACC) per game. [52x1521] and 3.8 assists through last night's game against Massachusetts.

The center is also averaging 4.0 assists through last night's contest.

Association of America All-Southeast Region were named to the National Collegiate team.

Orlando breaking through with the Portland Trail Blazers started all of the 19 games in which she saw
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[51x1541] and 3.8 assists through last night's game against Massachusetts.

These three members of the women’s basketball team passed minimum last night in the solidification over UNC-Greensboro. Junior center Tracy Childress’s five offensive boards allowed the Flashes to grab a 50-50 mark, while junior forward Racelma Mulholland grabbed a dozen points in the game to pass the 700 career point mark.

Finally, senior guard Grohe Millfield reached 700 career assists with the 12 dimes that she tallied in last night’s contest.

Three Teens named All-region

These three members of the women’s soccer team were named to the National Collegiate Soccer Association of America All-Southeast Region teams. Sophomore defender Cheryl Zimmermann, who started each of the first 19 games in which she saw action, finishing the year with 66 goals and assists to lead the team.

Floyd’s win Verde Beach event

Junior golfer Ray Floyd Jr., combined with his father in the Father-son Challenge in Verde Beach, Fla. this weekend. The duo jumped out as an early lead in the event, winning a 10-under-par 66 the last 14 holes in the final round of the Challenge to take a two-stroke lead.

Children illuminates Magic

Randolph Children’s, “50, took a step toward bringing awareness to childhood obesity at the Republican National Convention in September when he weighed 18 pounds in 27 minutes against Orlando Drat.

MANOOGIAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES SAM T. MANOOGIAN, PHD SUSAN R. LEONARD, PhD MARK E. REDMOND, MA, MSW Clinical Social Worker LICENSED PSYCHOLOGISTS INDIVIDUAL THERAPY • Adolescents/Institutional Issues • Gender & Lesbian Concerns • Women’s Issues • Adults/Children of Alcoholics • Trauma Related Issues • Eating Disorders PRIV PARE & CONSENTAL 765-5930 or 765-5400 1338 Ashley Square, Winston-Salem

If you’ve been sexually assaulted don’t be afraid to talk to your doctor.

Every year of the decade, someone sexually assaulted — one of every woman and child. The American Medical Association warns that one from every 10 women.

Dr. Leonard F. Sweet, president of the AAM, said that “women are raised into silence a disease in one out of every 10 women.

The medical association has identified several major symptoms of violence against women.

If you’re afraid that someone may have sexually assaulted you, the American Medical Association suggests the following: 

1. Write down the facts of the assault as you know them. 

2. Tell the person who was present at the scene. 

3. Go to the hospital and have a medical examination. 

4. Ask a trusted friend or relative to help you. 

5. Take steps to protect yourself. 

This message was paid for by the practitioners of the American Medical Association.
A brief history of karate and other martial arts

By Charles Strayer

The images brought to mind the study of the artful "martial arts" can be contradictory. We are told about the training and the dedication of modern martial arts, but they still retain a certain mystery that some of us think only the martial artist could understand. The most important reason is that the martial arts have evolved over the years and continue to evolve, as the martial artists learn from each other and develop new techniques. The martial arts are a blend of Asian and Western cultures, with their roots in ancient China and Japan. The art of karate, in particular, is a combination of Chinese and Japanese martial arts.

The martial arts have been around for centuries and have been practiced by many different cultures around the world. The martial arts are not just about physical fitness, but also about discipline, self-control, and the development of the mind. The martial arts have been used as a form of self-defense, but they have also been used in a variety of other ways, such as for self-improvement and spiritual development.

The martial arts have been practiced in many different ways over the years, and there are many different styles of martial arts to choose from. Some of the most popular styles include karate, kung fu, and taekwondo. Each of these styles has its own unique techniques and philosophy.

The martial arts have been used in many different ways throughout history, and they continue to be practiced today. The martial arts are not just about physical fitness, but also about discipline, self-control, and the development of the mind. The martial arts have been used as a form of self-defense, but they have also been used in a variety of other ways, such as for self-improvement and spiritual development.

The martial arts have been practiced in many different ways over the years, and there are many different styles of martial arts to choose from. Some of the most popular styles include karate, kung fu, and taekwondo. Each of these styles has its own unique techniques and philosophy.

The martial arts have been used in many different ways throughout history, and they continue to be practiced today.
You are not a mooch. But when a hole in your pocket renders you changeless, you reluctantly call the folks collect.

You dial 1800 CALL ATT.

Your pangs of guilt are minimal.

1800 CALL ATT always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT.* Always works from any phone, and always gets you the reliable ATT Network. Use it whenever you're off campus.

Know the Code. 1800 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice.*

*For interstate calls. Promotions excluded.
1-800-COLLECT is a registered trademark of MCI.
Manenger impressions theatergoers

By Anne Henley
Cover Story Writer

The university theater's production of "Tom Stoppard's "The Real Inspector Hound" was a dream come true for almost everyone involved. The play is a farcical comedy with many twists and turns, and the cast had to be perfect for the production to succeed. The actors put in many hours of rehearsal to perfect their lines and movements, and the result was a hilarious and entertaining performance.

Open Mike Nights give students the chance to shine

By Michael Jenkins
Senior Writer

Open Mike Nights is a popular event that takes place every Thursday in the Student Union. It's a great opportunity for students to perform and showcase their talents, whether it's singing, dancing, or comedy. The audience is always engaged and enjoying the show, and the atmosphere is lively and fun.

Toy Story, Casino boast star-studded casts

Computer animation breaks new ground; Scorsese successful with familiar theme

The creation hours of this lifetime during the upcoming Hollywood season will be frenzy as producers realize that there are no more domestic films that can live up to the expectations of the audience. The Hollywood studios are being forced to produce a much larger variety of films to meet the demands of the audience. The result is a surge of new and innovative films that are sure to please the audience.
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Green Day gets nutty
Punk band rocks Charlotte with power hour

By CHRIS GREZLAK

Despite the seemingly obvious overtones of 70s punk rock, the band's opening set at Memorial Gymnasium yesterday was a pleasant surprise. Charlottesplendor is a relatively new, local punk band and was an unfamiliar act for many of the fans who showed up at the show.

Green Day was energetic and animated throughout their hour long set. During the set, the audience was treated to a variety of songs and a few surprises as well. One of the highlights of the show was the band's cover of the classic Beatles song "Let It Be." The band's version included a drum solo by Tré Cool, and the audience's reaction was electric.

While the majority of the crowd was enjoying the music, there were a few incidents, perhaps reflective of the energy and intensity of the punk genre. Two drunk men took the opportunity to throw beer cans and bottles onto the stage, but the band was quick to respond by playing faster and more intense versions of their songs.

After the show, the audience was left feeling energized and excited by the high-energy performance of Green Day. The band's music and the enthusiasm of the fans created a true sense of community and shared experience. Overall, it was a successful concert and a memorable night for those who attended.

Account Threadbare: Revealing Function and Fiber to Communicate Social, Cultural, and Environmental Impact

Curator: Beyond Business

Location: Southeastern Center for Contemporary Art

Opening: Friday, July 31, 5-8 p.m.

This New Orleans-based artist presents his papier-mâché sculptures of contemporary culture. In several works, he responds to contemporary issues such as consumerism, media, and the environment by using found objects to create intriguing and thought-provoking installations. His works encourage viewers to consider the role of art in society and the impact of mass production and consumption.

Willie Birch: Through Jan. 21 at SECCA

Accounts

Turner: Through Jan. 21 at SCVEA

This exhibition features a range of works by the esteemed New Orleans-based artist, including paintings, sculptures, and installations. Birch's works often explore themes of race, identity, and social justice, and are characterized by their large scale and expressive style.

Enjoy entertainment and refreshments: Varney also plays the voice of Slinky Dog in "Toy Story" and the heaviest day of the weekend, with pianist Jaki Byard and local vocalists Mary Karrick and Hugh Peirson. 710. 725-1904.

Krazy Kat and Ignatze by George Herriman

Kinda puts you in the Christmas spirit, don't it Vern?

Fims like "Eammer Seven Christmas" (1988) not only prove that anybody can be a star, but they also give you the story of the season in its essence. Sometimes Jim Varney, who was notably putting on a Green Day show, was often confused by the audience, but the show ended with a perfect blend of classic rock and modern pop, including a cover of "Brown Eyed Girl" by Van Morrison. Hunter also enjoyed the energy of the crowd, which included a significant number of middle-aged fans who were clearly enjoying the show.

Green Day gets nutty
Punk band rocks Charlotte with power hour

Ernie Pook's Comeek by Lynda Barry

The Grinch Who Stole Christmas:

Starring Jim Carrey, this white-water thriller will keep you on the edge of your seat. The Grinch is a mischievous, grumpy, and heartless character who steals all the presents from the town of Whoville, leading to a heartwarming story of friendship and forgiveness.

To See or Not to See

Also She Stole Jolene's Bra because she says she has no bra and also makes up for it by wearing a mask. Because Krazy Kat is not saying beautiful, but because she has a Bra and a mask, she has to wear it. The Fuster mother Carla had to go down to the store. Her sister was crying and would not talk.
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